COMPLETE   SPECIFICATIONS.
20.    In the wall and pipe trenches and in the foundation for the gate-house or  other  structures, the rock is to be shaped roughly in steps or other form that may be ordered by the engineer.
The price bid for rock excavation is to include the cost of supporting and maintaining the excava-tions, of pumping and draining, of disposing of the excavated materials as ordered b,y the engineer, and all other incidental expenses.
21.    All rock excavation in the wall  trenches and at any other place designated by the engineer is to be made with explosives of a moderate power, under his directions, and not with high explosives. Black powder may be ordered by him to be used in special cases.
22.    All rock   surface   intended   for   masonry foundation must be freed from all  loose pieces, and be firm and solid, and prepared as directed by the engineer.                      '
FOUNDATION  WORK.
23.    The foundation work for the centre walls of the dam and for other structures is to be extended to such depth and in   such a manner as   shall   be ordered  by   the   engineer.    In  bad  bottom,   sheet piling, tonged   and   grooved,   may be ordered to be driven or placed on one or more sides   of   the work. If the material of excavation is such, in  the opinion of the engineer,  as to require especial precaution, the trenches for the centre wall and for other structures   may be ordered   extended to a great  depth, beyond the indications of  the plans.     The position of the bed rock being uncertain, it is impossible to indicate the bottom of the core-wall with accuracy, and it is distinctly understood that the lines for the foundation shown on the plans are not guaranteed by the city to be correct.
PROTECTIVE    WORK.
24.    The contractor will be required at his own expense to take care of all water which may come down the stream during the progress of the work, and to  make good   any damage done to   the dam from freshets  or other action of   the water or the elements.
TIMBER.
25.    Timber may be ordered used for platforms, for permanent sheet-piling, and for other permanent

